EDMONTON POLICE SERVICE

REPORT TO THE EDMONTON POLICE COMMISSION
DATE:

2019 June 14

SUBJECT:

VSU Modernization Update

RECOMMENDATION(S):

That this report be received for information.

INTRODUCTION:

This report will provide information, recommendations for action or update the EPC on
the continued modernization of the Edmonton Police Service Victim Services Unit(Soon
to be re-named "Crime and Trauma-informed Support Services).

BACKGROUND:

In 2017 the integration of the divisional offices of the Victim Services Unit (VSU)
commenced and culminated in everyone coming together at the Nexus Business Park
in December of that same year.

In the fall of 2018 we implemented a new business model within VSU addressing some
noted inefficiencies with the goal of leveraging our current resources to improve our
service delivery to Victims of crime and/or trauma.
The business model change is designed to focus on the Victims that really require
assistance from VSU at the same time providing the Victims of less serious offences
their rights under the Canadian Victim Bill of Rights and the Alberta Victims of Crime
Act, as outlined in the Alberta Solicitor General Victims of Crime Protocol.

There are three facets to the new business model: Victim Specialists, Operations, and
Court. This was designed to provide a much needed wrap around service to our
Victims; at the same time our goal is to provide a more culturally safe and appropriate
support service. The Victim Specialists and the volunteers would provide the much
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Vision
The vision of the Victim Services Unit is to
become a nationally recognized model of
best practice within the police community,
through trauma-informed and clientcentered response and services to reduce
future victimization
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Mission

The mission of the VSU is to provide
timely intervention, prevention, and
supports to individuals, families and all
our communities affected by crime,
trauma, and tragic events
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Business Model

Victim Specialists

Operations

Indigenous People

Crisis Response
(Patrol)

Diverse/Emerging
Communities

Referrals from
Specific Units

Inner-city

Epros/Highlights
*Volunteers used

Institutions
Domestic Violence

Court Program

Youth

Court Orientation
Mock trial (U of A)
Court
Accompaniment
*Volunteers used
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Volunteers
• 36 Volunteers (Active)

– 13 Court, 14 Operational, 8 do both, 1 in the application process
– Centralization resulted some resigning, a request to sent to revisit
schedules
– Focus on 2019 volunteer recruitment

2 Student placements
Recruit Selection Unit to provide possible Volunteer candidates
91,842 of combined Volunteer hours (current)
256,583 of combined Volunteer hours (past/present)
361 of combined Volunteer years
37 years - longest serving Volunteer
VSU Volunteer appreciation amalgamated with EPS Volunteer
appreciation –
• 12,875 – Most volunteer hours by single person – Recognition with
certificates, plaques, pins
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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40th Anniversary
• 2019 July 23 – Anniversary date
• VSU staff to host bbq on 2019 July 17
(Tentative)
• Venue Options – McCauley rink, 96 St
block party
• Geared toward partnership agencies and
inner-city clients
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Future Name Change
• Victim Services Unit to be change to Crime and Trauma-informed
Support Services
• Spoke to Calgary, Lethbridge, RCMP, Sol Gen for their thoughts
– Agreement with moving away from using the word Victim
– It is the believe that others will eventually follow
• Victims want to be known as survivors and do not like to be
labelled as “Victim” as it is stigmatizing
• Better reflects what we do – trauma informed support, not
counsellors or therapists which ties into the TRC recommendation
of the training received and being trauma informed
• Assistance from the Partnership Centre of Excellence/Integrated
Strategic Development Branch – full day exercise
• Does not affect grant funding – “informed” was AJSG
recommendation
• Web searches (Internal EpsNet/External) for Victim Services Unit –
Will new name come up? Yes, initial research into this completed
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Future
• Growth of the Unit as Victim-centric Policing
is thoroughly adopted
• Expanding Court Program to include
assistance dog
• Integration of Psychologist/Therapist in VSU
• Continue to build relationship with City of
Edm Office of Emergency Management
regarding mass victimization/natural
disasters
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Questions?
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